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Abstract

I consider a consumption based asset pricing model where the consumer does not

know if shocks to dividends are stationary (temporary) or non-stationary (permanent).

The agent uses a Bayesian learning algorithm with a bias towards recent observations to

assign probability to each process. While the true process is stationary, the consumer's

beliefs change as he misinterprets a drift in dividends from their steady state value

as an increased likelihood that the dividend process is non-stationary. Belief changes

result in large swings in asset prices which are subsequently reversed. The model

then is consistent with a broad array of asset pricing puzzles. It predicts the negative

correlation between current returns and future returns and the PE ratio and future

returns. Consistent with the data, I also �nd that consumption growth negatively

correlates with future returns and the PE ratio and consumption growth forecast future

consumption growth. The model ampli�es return volatility over the benchmark rational

expectations case and exactly matches the standard deviation of consumption. Finally,

the model generates time varying volatility consistent with the data on quarterly equity

returns.
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1 Introduction

One of the key challenges for macro-�nance models is to explain observations on equity re-

turns that appear to be at odds with simple rational expectations models. For example,

the PE ratio exhibits mean reversion, returns appears to have predictive power for future

returns, returns are much more volatile than dividends and we observe large increases and

decreases in asset prices which are hard to justify with news on fundamentals. Much work

has attempted to square rational expectations models with these asset pricing puzzles. How-

ever, there is still no completely satisfactory explanation for what has been observed in the

data. Therefore in this paper, I propose a novel learning model which is consistent with the

observed negative correlation and ampli�es the volatility of asset prices and returns with

respect to fundamentals. The model also endogenously generates time varying volatility

consistent with quarterly U.S. return data.

I consider a dynamic economy where an agent chooses to consume and invest. For

investment, he can invest in a risk free asset or an equity asset which pays a dividend.

Optimal behavior implies that the price of the equity asset is related to the present discounted

value of the dividends. However, the agent does not know if the true process for dividends

is stationary (so shocks are temporary) or non-stationary (so shocks are permanent). As

a result he must learn about the true process and his beliefs have signi�cant e�ects on

equilibrium asset prices.

Two results make this learning signi�cant. First, if shocks are permanent there is a much

larger impact of a shock on the present discounted value of dividends than if shocks are

temporary: (see for example Deaton (1992)). Therefore the agent's beliefs and changes in

beliefs have a large impact on the price of equity. Second, inference in the model is quite

di�cult. Though the two models have very di�erent implications for the long run e�ect of

shocks, distinguishing between them in samples the length of the US macroeconomic time

series is quite di�cult: (see for example Cochrane (1988); Stock (1991)). Unit root and near

unit root process often have very similar short run dynamics and tests using their long run

dynamics have very lower power. As a result, it is hard to distinguish between stationary

and non-stationary processes and the agent may often hold incorrect beliefs.

To model learning, I assume that the true process for dividends is stationary, but the

agent does not know this. Instead they use the Bayesian learning model of Cogley and

Sargent (2005). In this model, the learner updates both the parameters on his candidate

models and the probability that each model is true. Since dividends are an exogenous process
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in my model, convergence to the true model is ensured. Consequently, I adapt the standard

Bayesian learning model to overweight recent observations is a way analogous to constant

gain learning in the least squares learning literature (Evans and Honkapohja (2001)).

The learning mechanism substantially a�ects the dynamics of asset prices. After a ran-

dom series of shocks, where the dividend drifts away from its steady state value, the agent

put a signi�cant probability weight on the non-stationary process. This change in beliefs

generates a large swing in asset prices that is subsequently reversed as the stationary div-

idend drifts back to its long run average. These dynamics allow the model to explain a

broad array of asset pricing puzzles. The model explains the observed negative correlation

between excess returns today and future excess returns. In the model, the price-to-earnings

(PE) ratio is negatively correlated with future returns and dividend growth. Furthermore,

the model generates excess volatility of returns.

The model also makes several accurate predictions for consumption, which is determined

endogenously in the model in contrast to many papers in the macro asset pricing literature.

Consumption growth is negatively correlated with future returns and future consumption

growth. The PE ratio also predicts lower future consumption growth. Finally, the model

exactly matches the observed volatility of consumption in the data.

Additionally, the model is consistent with the time varying volatility of returns observed

in the data. In quarterly returns data, I present evidence of excess kurtosis, positive auto-

correlation of squared returns, and signi�cant GARCH estimates of time varying volatility.

I show that the learning model is able to explain all of these observations. When the weight

on the non-stationary model increases, the volatility of asset returns rises. In contrast, the

rational expectations benchmark and a model which puts a non-zero but constant probabil-

ity on both the stationary and non-stationary model are unable to explain these facts. The

model also provides a new explanation for large swings in equity prices. Changes in beliefs

concerning the permanence of shocks, driven by random changes in dividends, lead to large

increases and decreases in equity prices.

The current paper relates to many strands of the literature. First it relates to the

empirical literature on asset pricing puzzles. The ability of returns to forecast future returns

is stressed by Fama and French (1988), Poterba and Summers (1988), and Lakonishok et al.

(1994). The ability of the price to earnings ratio to forecast future returns is noted by

Campbell and Shiller (1988) and the ability of consumption to forecast future returns and

consumption is highlighted in the work of Lettau and Ludvigson (2010). The observation of

excess volatility stems from the work of Shiller (1981). These papers, among others, have
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spawned an enormous amount of theoretical work aimed at explaining these observations.

My paper lands �rmly in this literature.

While there are many attempts to explain these puzzles in a rational expectations frame-

work, two of the best know are Campbell and Cochrane (1999) and Bansal and Yaron (2004).

Like these papers, my paper is a consumption based asset pricing model that attempts to

resolve these empirical puzzles. But my model also di�ers in important respects. In both

these papers, the agents exactly understand the structure of the economy and base their

expectations on the true structure of the economy. In my model, agents do not know the

true dividend process and therefore are forming expectations based on incorrect beliefs.1

However, my paper does share a motivation with Bansal and Yaron (2004). In their paper,

the dividend growth rate has a very persistent but ultimately stationary component. They

argue that it is di�cult in small samples to distinguish this component from a purely i.i.d.

process. Similarly in my paper it is hard in small samples to distinguish between a unit root

and a near unit root process for dividends.

Many papers examine the asset pricing implications of learning. While a complete list of

all such papers would be out of place here � see Pastor and Veronesi (2009) for a survey � I will

highlight some of the most relevant papers. Barsky and De Long (1993) and Timmermann

(1993) examine learning about the growth rate of dividends. Barsky and De Long (1993)

assume agents take a weighted average of past growth rates to forecast future growth rates

and show that this can explain excess volatility in the stock market. Timmermann (1993)

examines a similar model using least squares learning to estimate the growth rate and shows

that the model generates excess volatility and predictability of excess returns using the

dividend yield. In his model low dividend yields are a result of (rational) overestimation

of the growth rate of dividends which leads to lower returns in the future. The present

paper di�ers from these works in considering a consumption based asset pricing model and

examining the implication of learning for a wider range of asset pricing puzzles. Additionally,

the nature of learning is di�erent. In their work agents learn about the growth rates of

dividends while in my model agents are learning about the permanence of shocks.

Collin-Dufresne et al. (2013) examine the ability of learning to generate long run risks in

a consumption based asset pricing framework with Epstein-Zin preferences. They show that

learning ampli�es return volatility and the equity premium. The current paper di�ers in

that consumption here is determined endogenously and my focus is on return predictability

1My approach is supported by survey evidence, discussed below, which suggests that investors do not
correctly anticipate forecastable movements in returns.
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and time varying volatility. In related work, Johannes et al. (2011), explore the return

predictability implications of the Collin-Dufresne et al. (2013) framework and show they can

generate return predictability using the same mechanism as Timmermann (1993), namely

ex-ante rational overestimation of the dividend growth rate. In a similar vein, Adam et al.

(2012), Adam et al. (2011) and Adam et al. (2014) generate return predictability in an asset

pricing model with learning about the growth rate of prices when agents believe there are

permanent shocks to the growth rate of prices. The current paper di�ers in important ways.

First in my model consumption is endogenous, and therefore I can analyze its predictions for

correlations between consumption and future returns. Secondly, the model here endogenously

generates time varying volatility. Finally, in the Adam et. al papers agents forecast only one

step ahead. However, if they knew that the Euler equation holds in all periods (as it must

in equilibrium) then the price again becomes the present discounted value of dividends and

individuals would then need to form long-run forecasts about fundamentals suggesting the

important relevance of the approach in this paper.

Veronesi (1999) studies learning about the growth rate of dividends in a consumption

based asset pricing model. He �nds the model generates clustering of volatility and time-

varying expected returns. The current paper di�ers in several important ways. First,

Veronesi presents a risk based explanation for asset pricing puzzles. Learning introduces

an additional source of risk (revisions in beliefs) that generates time varying volatility and

expected returns. In this paper, return predictability is driven by overreaction to news and

not time varying risk premia. This distinction is important because much survey evidence

[e.g. Fisher and Statman (2002); Shiller (2000); Greenwood and Shleifer (2013); Vissing-

Jorgensen (2004)] �nds high price-to-earnings ratios appear correlated with, if anything,

higher forecasts of expected returns. Additionally, time varying volatility in the current

paper comes from learning across two models: one where the present discounted value of

fundamentals is very volatility and one in which it is not. Indeed, in section 6 I show that

66% of the variance in prices changes remains even absent changes in beliefs. Finally, the

current paper is more ambitious in the sense that it aims to quantitatively match facts about

return and consumption predictability and also the auto-correlation of squared returns and

GARCH estimates of time varying volatility. The connection between time varying volatility

and learning is also studied by Johnson (2001) who examines the implications for time vary-

ing volatility in a model with learning and occasional permanent shocks to the growth rate

of dividends and David and Veronesi (2013) who examine the complex relationship between

time varying volatility and fundamentals in a model with learning about the growth rate of
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earnings, consumption and in�ation.

At least three works have considered how incorrect beliefs can explain asset pricing puz-

zles. Lam et al. (2000) consider a model where the agent has mistaken beliefs concerning the

growth rate of consumption. In their model, consumption growth �uctuates between high

growth and low growth stages, and agents underestimate the persistence of these states. They

show this assumption is helpful in explaining the equity premium and the predictability of

excess returns. Like my paper, incorrect beliefs are important for explaining asset pricing

puzzles. However, the nature of misspeci�cation is quite di�erent. In their model, agents

underestimate the persistence of shocks, while in my model they (at times) overestimate the

persistence of shocks. Additionally, Lam et al. (2000) do not consider learning, hence their

agent exogenously believes in an incorrect model and never considers revising his beliefs.

Barberis et al. (1998) consider a model where dividends follow a random walk but the

agent believes dividends follow either a mean reverting model or an extrapolation model.

They use this model to explain under-reaction and overreaction to news. As in my paper

agents use Bayes' rule to change their beliefs in the likelihood of each model. However, in

my paper agents are allowed to put some probability weight on the true model and I also

address a broader range of asset pricing puzzles.

The paper that in some ways is the most similar to mine is Fuster et al. (2012). I modify

their model and target some of the same moments they do. In their paper they explain

asset pricing puzzles by assuming that dividends are non-stationary, but with some long run

mean reversion, while agents believe in a non-stationary model without mean reversion. My

paper di�ers though in at least two important ways. In their model, the agent's belief in

the incorrect model is exogenous and never changes. While in my model they are the result

of a clearly speci�ed learning rule. As a result, I can be explicit about the magnitude of

the mistake the agent is making and agents are able to revise their beliefs if the incorrect

model seems highly unlikely. Additionally, because beliefs change, this adds an additional

source of volatility that is useful in explaining consumption and return volatility and is

necessary to endogenously generate time varying volatility which is absent in the Fuster

et al. (2012) model. For similar reasons this paper di�ers from Barberis et al. (2015) who

explain similar moments as Fuster et al. but with a heterogeneous agent model where some

agents exogenously extrapolate returns.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: section 2 describes the data moments I attempt

to explain, section 3 describes the consumption based asset pricing model and the formulation

of beliefs, section 4 explains the model calibration and simulation, section 5 highlights the
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main mechanism of the model and the results from simulating the model, section 6 examines

robustness of the results and the importance of changing beliefs for the key results and �nally

section 7 concludes.

2 Data and Data Moments

Many authors (e.g. Fama and French (1988); Lettau and Ludvigson (2010); Lakonishok

et al. (1994); Poterba and Summers (1988); Campbell and Shiller (1988) ) have noted weak

to moderate predictability of stock returns. This predictability manifests itself in multiple

ways. First, annual returns are negatively correlated with returns over the next few years.

Similarly, the PE ratio is also negatively correlated with future returns. These patterns also

emerge when one considers aggregate consumption growth. Annual consumption growth is

negatively correlated with returns over the next few years, and consumption growth and

the PE ratio are negatively correlated with future consumption growth. Additionally, in

quarterly returns data there is clear evidence of time varying volatility of returns. (Time

varying volatility has also been documented by many authors in the literature, for example

see French et al. (1987) and Schwert (1989).) In this section I present evidence on return pre-

dictability in US data and I also present evidence on excess kurtosis, positive autocorrelation

of squared returns and signi�cant GARCH e�ects.

2.1 Data

Data begin in 1929 and end in 2013. Consumption data is real per-capita consumption

of non-durables and services and come from the National Income and Product Accounts

(NIPA) available from the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA).2 The price to earnings ratio

is the price of the S&P 500 index divided by average annual earning for S&P 500 companies

over the current and previous 9 years. Dividend data are dividends accruing to the index.3

Returns are excess returns measured as the value-weighted return on all NYSE, AMEX, and

NASDAQ listed �rms minus the one month T-bill rate.4

2The data are available at http://www.bea.gov/iTable/index_nipa.cfm. Consumption data come are in
table 2.3.5 and price de�ators are in table 2.3.4. Population data are in table 2.1.

3Data are come from the website of Robert Shiller: http://aida.wss.yale.edu/~shiller/data.htm. The PE
ratio is the year end data from the monthly PE series. The dividend data are yearly averages of the monthly
dividend data.

4Data are available from Kenneth R. French's online data library
(http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data_library.html) and are described as:
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2.2 Return Predictability

To demonstrate and highlight the statistical signi�cance of return predictability, I follow

Fuster et al. (2012) and calculate these correlations using annual data beginning in 1929

and ending in 2013. The correlations are listed in Table 1a. The table �rst reports the

correlation between the current excess return rt and the cumulative return over the next 2

to 5 years: rt+2 + · · · + rt+5. It is -0.2. This result indicates mild mean reversion in stock

returns. Next I report the correlation between the current PE ratio P/E10,t and the same

cumulative return over the next 2 to 5 years: rt+2 + · · · + rt+5. This correlation is more

negative: -0.41. Again this result indicates some predictability of excess returns and some

mean reversion in stock prices. I also �nd that consumption growth negatively predicts stock

returns. The correlation between consumption growth today ∆ ln ct and the same cumulative

return rt+2 + · · · + rt+5 is -0.34. Additionally, I �nd that future cumulative consumption

growth ∆ ln ct+3 + · · · + ∆ ln ct+6 is correlated with the current PE ratio P/E10,t with a

correlation coe�cient of -0.16 and current consumption growth ∆ ln ct with a coe�cient of

-0.23. Finally, the table also reports that the PE ratio negatively forecasts dividend growth

over the next few years. The correlation between P/E10,t and ∆ ln dt+2 + · · · + ∆ ln dt+5 is

−0.25. The table also reports that the standard deviation of excess returns equals 20.5% and

the standard deviation of consumption growth equals 2%.

To assess the statistical signi�cance of the �rst six negative correlations, I run the follow-

ing bootstrap exercise. I generate a simulated time series for excess returns (rt), consumption

growth (∆ ln ct), the PE ratio (P/E10,t) and future dividends dt. I do this �rst by estimating

AR(1) models for consumption growth and the PE ratio and an AR(4) model with a time

trend for the log dividend process.5,6 Then I sample with replacement from the excess return

series and the residual series for the consumption, PE and dividend regressions. I draw one

random year and use the excess return and residuals that correspond to that year. I then

use the residuals to calculate the current period value of consumption growth, PE ratio, and

dividend using the residual and last period's value.7 I continue this way until I have a series

�Rm-Rf, the excess return on the market, value-weight return of all CRSP �rms incorporated in the US
and listed on the NYSE, AMEX, or NASDAQ that have a CRSP share code of 10 or 11 at the beginning of
month t, good shares and price data at the beginning of t, and good return data for t minus the one-month
Treasury bill rate (from Ibbotson Associates).�

5I correct the coe�cient on the PE for small sample bias using the methods of Andrews (1981).
6I use a trend stationary model for dividends to be consistent with the model in the paper, but I get

similar results here using a di�erence stationary model.
7To initialize I begin at a randomly chosen observation for the PE ratio and consumption growth and the

actual initial observations of the dividend series.
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of length 85 (the length of the original data set). I then calculate the correlation statistics

as above. I repeat this process 1,000 times and report the mean and 5% and 95% percentiles

for the statistics.

The mean statistics are all near zero with the exception of the correlation between the

PE ratio and future returns which has a mean correlation of -0.13. I �nd that the correlation

between consumption growth and future returns and the PE ratio and future dividends

are outside the 90% con�dence interval. The correlations between the PE ratio and future

returns, returns and future returns, and consumption growth and future consumption growth

are at the lower bound of the 90% con�dence interval. The correlation of the PE ratio with

future consumption is within but towards the lower half of the con�dence interval. While the

time series is not very short, because the statistics involve multiple overlapping observations,

they emit wide con�dence intervals. These results indicate that while one would not strongly

reject the null of no correlation, the moderate negative correlations we observe are unlikely

under the null of zero correlation.

2.3 Time Varying Volatility

Table 1b examines the presence of time varying volatility in the returns and PE ratio data.

Here I use quarterly data as it is di�cult to detect time varying volatility at an annual

frequency. I �rst report kurtosis (the fourth moment E(x−µ)4

σ4 ) for quarterly returns and the

PE ratio.8 In the data quarterly return kurtosis equals 4.1. In contrast, if returns were

normal one would expected kurtosis equal to 3. The PE-ratio also exhibits kurtosis. In

quarterly data, kurtosis of the PE-ratio is 4.6. Finally I also look at the percent of absolute

returns which are greater than 1.96 times the standard deviation of returns. If returns were

normal this statistic should be 5%. However, in the data it is 6.2%.

To access the statistical signi�cance of these estimates I simulate 1,000 return and PE

series of length equal to the data length and report the 5th and 95th percentiles of the

statistics in the table. To simulate the return series I draw from a normal distribution with

the same mean and standard deviation as the return series in the data. To simulate the PE

series I use the bootstrapping procedure outlined above but draw residuals from a normal

distribution with the same standard deviation of the regression residuals as opposed to the

regression residuals directly. I �nd that the observed kurtosis levels for the return and PE

8Quarterly data begin in 1927 and end in 2013. For kurtosis estimates I use only data beginning in 1937.
This is because in the �rst decade of the data (1932:Q3 and 1933:Q2) there are 76% and 88% excess returns
that if included would make quarterly kurtosis equal to 18.
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series are outside the 95% percentile of 3.5. However the upper bound on percent of returns

greater than 1.96 is 7% compared to the 6.2% found in the data. Therefore, the excess

kurtosis of return and the PE ratio is unlikely if shocks are normally distributed, however

the percent of returns above 1.96 standard deviations is not outside the con�dence bound.

In table 1b I also examine the autocorrelation of squared returns as a way to measure

time varying volatility. If this correlation is positive, then large (in magnitude) returns are

likely to be followed by more large returns. We see that in the quarterly data, up to four

lags all these autocorrelations are positive. The correlation is 0.08 at 1 lag, 0.01 at 2 lags,

0.47 at three lags and falls to 0.14 at four lags. The standard error for these autocorrealtions

is 0.065 implying statistically signi�cant autocorrelation at lags three and four.9

As a �nal check for time varying volatility of returns and the ability of the learning model

to replicate this feature of the data, I estimate GARCH(1,1) models on the quarterly return

series and compare the predictions of the rational expectations models and the constant

probability model to the learning model. The GARCH(1,1) model is:

σ2
t = κ+ γ1σ

2
t−1 + a1ε

2
t−1.

In this model the variance of εt = rt − E(rt) is varying over time. If γ1 and a1 are positive

then the model predicts periods of particularly high volatility. For the quarterly return

data I estimate γ1 = 0.61 and a1 = 0.29. Both estimates are highly statistically signi�cant.

Furthermore the Engle test (Engle (1982)) rejects the null of no GARCH e�ects at the 95%

con�dence level.

To summarize, there is evidence of moderate return predictability and also time varying

return volatility in U.S data. Additionally, the PE ratio predicts consumption growth and

consumption growth is negatively autocorrelated over medium horizons. I next describe a

consumption based asset pricing model with learning that is consistent with these facts.

3 Model

3.1 Model Description

The model consists of an in�nitely lived representative agent who receives utility from con-

sumption. The agent can choose to borrow or invest in a risk free asset with �xed (gross)

9Standard errors are calculated as 1√
T
, the standard error under the null hypothesis of zero autocorreal-

tion. See Hamilton (1994) pp. 111.
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return R.10 He can also purchase claims to a risky asset (equity) which pays a stochastic

dividend dt. To price this asset we will assume that in equilibrium the agent will hold the

�xed, one unit supply of the asset. Dividends follow a trend stationary process AR(p) pro-

cess: dt = αs + γst+ ρs1dt−1 + ...+ ρspdt−p + εst .
11 However the agent does not know this. He

puts some probability on the alternative that dividends follow the non-stationary (unit root

process) ∆dt = αns + ρns1 ∆dt−1 + ...+ ρnsp ∆dt−p + εnst . Since he does not know which process

is true, he will put some weight on both processes, and these weights will evolve over time

according to the likelihood of each model as described below.

3.2 Representative Agent Problem

The agent maximizes:

max
ct+s

Êt

∞∑
s=0

δsu(ct+s, ct+s−1) (1)

subject to:

wt =−Rbt + Θt−1dt + Θt−1pt (2)

bt+1 =ct + Θtpt − wt − y (3)

dt = αs + γst+ ρs1dt−1 + ...+ ρspdt−p + εst with p = ps,t

∆dt = αns + ρns1 ∆dt−1 + ...+ ρnsp ∆dt−p + εnst with p = 1− ps,t

The agent maximizes lifetime expected utility with a discount factor δ. I use the hat

notation on the expectations operator to denote that the agent does not know the true

process for dividends and therefore this expectation is taken with respect to his beliefs at

time t concerning the dividend process. Importantly I make a standard assumption from the

learning literature, that of anticipated utility (Kreps (1998)), i.e. the agent makes decisions

assuming his future beliefs will be the same as his current beliefs. However, beliefs can and

do change in the future.

10The agent can borrow and lend unlimitedly at the risk free rate. I make this assumption so that
consumption is not completely linked to the dividend outcome.

11I choose a stationary process as the true process because it aligns the consumer's problem with a common
problem in macroeconomic time series analysis, i.e. identifying the presence of a unit root. However, section
6 shows one obtains similar results with a non-stationary process as the true process as long as the true
process exhibits more mean reversion than the alternative considered process.
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The agent's wealth evolves according to wt = −Rbt+Θt−1dt+Θt−1pt. Here bt is beginning

of period debt on which the agent pays interest R − 1. He receives dividend income Θt−1dt

where Θt−1 are share purchases of the risky asset last period and dt is the dividend payment

from the risky asset. The value of the claim to the risky asset is Θt−1pt where pt is the

price of the risky asset at time t. Debt evolves according to bt+1 = ct + Θtpt −wt − y where
consumption ct, and share purchases beyond current wealth Θtpt − wt, increase debt and

income y decreases debt.12 Finally, the agent does not know the true dividend process so

his expectation is taken with respect to the following beliefs: with probability p = ps,t the

dividend process is stationary: dt = αs + γst+ ρs1dt−1 + ...+ ρspdt−p + εst and with probability

p = 1−ps,t the dividend process is non-stationary ∆dt = αns+ρns1 ∆dt−1 +...+ρnsp ∆dt−p+εnst .

For the utility function I use the following, CARA exponential utility function with

habit formation: u(ct, ct−1) = −1
α
exp[−α(ct+s − γct+s−1)] (Caballero (1990); Alessie and

Lusardi (1997)). As noted by, Fuster et al. (2012) this choice of utility is useful for two

reasons. First, it allows for a closed form solution to the consumption problem. This solution

is helpful because it allows me to consider moderately complicated dynamics for the true

dividend process and not be restricted to simply AR(1) processes. Additionally, I can solve

for consumption endogenously increasing the set of important macroeconomic moments I can

explain. Secondly, it allows one to have realistic smooth adjustment in consumption without

creating time varying risk aversion as in Campbell and Cochrane (1999). It is unlikely that

the results here are driven by the choice of utility function. In the context of pricing a

housing asset, Tortorice (2015) shows that a similar model can generate the same e�ects as

in this paper with CRRA utility. However, that version of the model does not endogenize

consumption.

3.3 Model Solution

The Bellman equation for the model is:

V (zt) =
−1

α
exp[−α(ct − γct−1)] + δÊtV (zt+1) (4)

where the vector of state variables zt =
[
bt ct−1 1 y dt ~dt

]′
. Here bt is beginning of pe-

riod debt, ct−1 is last period's consumption, 1 allows for a constant term in the consumption

12While the model could tractably include stochastic income, to focus on the e�ects on consumption of
learning about dividends I set income deterministically equal to zero in the simulations.
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function, y is labor income, dt is today's dividend income and
−→
dt is the forecast vector for the

non-stationary and stationary models given by:
[

1 dt 4dt . . . ∆dt−p+1 1 t dt . . . dt−p+1

]
.

An equilibrium in this model is conditional on beliefs about the dividend process. Given

beliefs about the parameters of each model represented byΥi,t and a belief about the probabil-

ity the true process is the stationary process ps,t we can state the equilibrium as follows. The

equilibrium is given by a consumption function c(zt, pt), an asset demand functionΘ(zt, pt)

and an equity pricing equation pt(zt) such that c and Θ maximize utility (1) subject to the

wealth evolution constraints (2) and (3) and the supply of the asset equals demand for the

asset θ, i.e. Θ(zt, pt(zt)) = 1, at the market clearing price pt(zt). Beliefs are then updated

after the equilibrium values are realized.13

Following the derivation in Fuster et al. (2012), appendix A shows that the optimal

solution for consumption is:

γ

R
ct−1 −

1

R− 1

[
1

α
ln(δR) +

α

2
σ2
c

]
+ (1− γ

R
)
R− 1

R

[
−Rbt + dt + Êt

∞∑
s=1

dt+s
Rs

]
(5)

here σ2
c equals ps,tσ

2
c,s + (1− ps,t)σ2

c,ns where σ
2
c,s is the conditional variance of consumption

growth under the assumption that the stationary model is true and σ2
c,ns is the conditional

variance of consumption growth under the assumption that the non-stationary model is true.

Because of habit formation, consumption depends on the previous period's consumption,

where γ is the degree of habit formation. The second term in the consumption function is a

downward shift in consumption that represents the consumers degree of patience captured

by δR and the precautionary savings motive. The last term represents an annuity value of

wealth that is most important in determining consumption.

Given this consumption function, following Fuster et al. (2012) the appendix shows that

the price of the equity asset is given by14:

pt = Êt

∞∑
s=1

dt+s
Rs
− Rασ2

c

(1− γ
R

)(R− 1)2
(6)

The equity price equals the present discounted value of dividends minus a penalty related

to the riskiness of the asset which is proportional to the variance of consumption. Here

Êt
∑∞

s=1
dt+s

Rs = ps,t

[
Et
∑∞

s=1
dt+1

Rs |S
]

+ (1 − ps,t)
[
Et
∑∞

s=1
dt+1

Rs |NS
]
. This equation is the

13The �rst order condition for the maximization problem are ∂V
∂ct

= 0 and ∂Vt
∂Θt

= 0 and given in the
appendix.

14The market clearing price is the one at which where demand for the asset θ= supply (1).
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weighted average of the conditional expectations of the discounted future sum of dividends

(conditional on which dividend process is true), where the weights are the agent's belief that

each model is true.

3.4 Beliefs

I use the methods of Cogley and Sargent (2005) to calculate the parameters of each model

and the probability weights on the stationary and non-stationary model. Their model uses

Bayesian methods to recursively update the parameters on each model and then uses the

likelihood of each model to calculate a probability weight on each model. For a given model

(i.e. the stationary or non-stationary) indexed by i = {s, ns} , and a dividend history Dt−1,

we assume that agents prior beliefs about the model parameters Υi,t are distributed normally

according to:

p(Υi,t−1|σ2
i , D

t−1) = N(Υi,t−1, σ
2
i P
−1
i,t−1)

and their prior beliefs concerning the model residual variance are given by:

p(σ2
i,t−1|Dt−1) = IG(si,t−1, vi,t−1)

Here N represents the normal distribution function and IG represents the inverse-gamma

distribution function. Pt−1 is the precision matrix that captures the con�dence the agent has

in his belief for Υi,t−1 , σ
2
i is the estimate of the variance of the model residuals, si,t−1 is an

analogue to the sum of squared residuals, and vi,t−1 is a measure of the degrees of freedom to

calculate the residual variance such that the point estimate of σ2
i,t−1 is given by si,t−1/vi,t−1.

After observing the dividend dt the agent's posterior beliefs are given by:

p(Υi,t|σ2
i , D

t) =N(Υi,t, σ
2
i P
−1
i,t )

p(σ2
i |Dt) =IG(si,t, vi,t)

Cogley and Sargent (2005) gives the following recursion to update the parameters of the

beliefs:
Pi,t =Pi,t−1 + xi,tx

′
i,t

Υi,t =P−1
i,t (Pi,t−1Υi,t−1 + xi,tyi,t)

si,t =si,t−1 + y2
i,t + Υ

′

i,t−1Pi,t−1Υi,t−1 −Υ
′

i,tPi,tΥi,t

vi,t =vi,t−1 + 1
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Here xi,t is the vector of right hand side variables for the model at time t and yi,t is the

left hand side variable for the model at time t. This recursion gives the parameters of each

model. Now it is necessary to calculate the probability weight on each model.

Given a set of model parameters: {Υi, σi} we can calculate the conditional likelihood of

the model as:

L(Υi, σ
2
i , D

t) =
t∏

s=1

p(ys|xs,Υi, σ
2
i )

where ys and xs are the left and right hand side variables of the model at time s and Dt is

the dividend history up to time t. Based on this likelihood, one can write the marginalized

likelihood of the model by integrating over all possible parameters:

mit =

∫∫
L(Υi, σ

2
i , D

t)p(Υi, σ
2
i )dΥidσ

2
i

Then we have the probability of the model given the observed data p(Mi|Dt) ∝ mi,tp(Mi) ≡
wi,t. Here we have de�ned the weight on model i, wi,t and p(Mi) is the prior probability on

model i.

Cogley and Sargent (2005) show that Bayes's rule implies

mit =
L(Υi, σ

2
i , D

t)p(Υi, σ
2
i )

p(Υi, σ2
i |Dt)

and therefore

wi,t+1

wi,t
=
mi,t+1

mi,t

= p(yi,t+1|xi,t,Υi, σ
2
i )

p(Υi, σ
2
i |Dt)

p(Υi, σ2
i |Dt+1)

We assume that regression residuals are normally distributed allowing us to use the nor-

mal p.d.f to calculate p(yi,t+1|xi,t,Υi, σ
2
i ). Cogley and Sargent (2005) show that p(Υi, σ

2
i |Dt)

is given by the normal-inverse gamma distribution and provide the analytical expressions for

this probability distribution. Any choice of Υi, σ
2
i will give the same ratio of weights; I use

the posterior mean in my calculations.

This recursion implies the following recursion for model weights.

ws,t+1

wns,t+1

=
ms,t+1/ms,t

mns,t+1/mns,t

ws,t
wns,t

(7)

Finally, to calculate the model probabilities, the consumer normalizes the weights to one,
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and therefore the weight on the stationary model is given by:

ps,t =
1

1 + wns,t/ws,t
(8)

Since dividends are an exogenous process, the model will eventually put all the weight on the

true process. To allow for perpetual learning, I adapt the concept of constant gain learning

from the least squares learning literature to the current setup. I introduce a gain parameter

(g) that over-weights current observations. The gain probability can be interpreted as the

probability of a structural break in the economy, such that the history of the dividend process

no longer has any bearing on the current process generating dividends, hence the previous

weight ratio is set to one. So then with probability 1 − g there is no structural break and

the probability is given by equation (8) with the weights given by equation (7) and with

probability g there is a structural break and the probability is given by equation (8) with

the weights given by equation (7) but ws,t

wns,t
is set to 1.

ps,t = (1− g)
1

1 + wns,t/ws,t
+ g

1

1 + ms,t+1/ms,t

mns,t+1/mns,t

In introducing the gain, I am motivated by the literature on constant gain learning (Evans

and Honkapohja (2001)), however the gain here has a di�erent function as we are learning

about models as opposed to parameters. In this way, the gain is closer to the forgetting

parameter used in the literature on Bayesian dynamic model averaging (Koop and Korobilis

(2012); Raftery et al. (2010)). This literature takes the likelihood to be an exponentially

weighted average of past prediction errors, weighing recent observations more heavily. That

is to say L(Υi, σ
2
i , D

t) =
∏t

s=1 p(ys|xs,Υi, σ
2
i )

(1−g)s . In order to preserve the analytic and

recursive structure of my model, I introduce the weighting as a probability of a structural

break instead of down-weighting the likelihood. However the overall e�ect is the same � to

overemphasize the more recent observations in calculating the likelihood.

In addition to creating perpetual learning, there are two economic motivations for con-

sidering the gain parameter. The �rst is that the agent may believe that there is a possibility

of a structural break in the economy. In that case, the agent would wish to guard against

this possibility by over-weighting more recent observations. One may wonder why this con-

cern for robustness to a structural break in the economy does not extend to the parameters

of each model as well. In fact, I have explored allowing for constant gain learning in the

estimation of the model parameters along with the model weights. I have found that this
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dimension for learning does not quantitatively a�ect the results in this paper and therefore

I omit constant gain learning of parameters in the interest of clarity.

Additionally, much psychological evidence indicates that individuals tend to overweight

more recent observations. Tversky and Kahneman (1973) document the availability bias

which causes agents to overweight more readily available information when forming forecasts

of future events. For example, after a plane crash is in the news, individuals think a plane

crash is more likely. Rabin (2002) calls this bias the �law of small numbers� where individuals

use a recent string of random numbers to incorrectly infer the nature of an underlying

statistical process. Rabin and Vayanos (2010) use this approach to explain various puzzles in

�nancial markets. In the current model, the gain functions to overweight recent observations

consistent with the psychological evidence that individuals tend to overweight the most

readily accessible information.

There is also substantial evidence that agents overreact to news about fundamentals.

For example, De Bondt and Thaler (1985, 1987, 1990) all �nd that professional security

analysts overreact to fundamentals and have forecasts that are two optimistic after positive

news. Additionally, Beshears et al. (2013) in an experimental setting �nd that subjects fail

to anticipate mean reversion in a slowly mean reverting process. Adding a gain to a model

generates overreaction and insu�cient expectations of mean reversion.

The gain also serves to capture the potential of agents to succumb to new era stories

during periods of large run ups in asset prices, for example, believing in the 1990s that the

internet was a revolutionary new technology that has fundamentally changed the determina-

tion of asset prices. Shiller (2005) and Reinhart and Rogo� (2009) argue that this dynamic

is an important driver of asset price bubbles and subsequent �nancial panics.

To conclude the discussion of the belief section I discuss two issues. The �rst is why it is

key to have learning versus just exogenous extrapolation. The second is the reasons for setting

up the learning problem and the information structure in the way I have. It is worth noting

that the non-stationary dividend model is an extrapolation model. A variety of authors

have explored the presence of extrapolative agents in economic models, mostly in models of

�nance: for references see, Barberis et al. (2015). There are at least three reasons the learning

model here is preferable to just assuming extrapolation exogenously. First learning provides a

basis for explaining the behavior of extrapolaters, i.e. they extrapolate because recent data

supports extrapolation. Second, in equity markets one expects extrapolaters to in�uence

asset prices more when extrapolation better �ts the data, both because extrapolates will

have become wealthier and more individuals will start to extrapolate. The current model
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captures this e�ect. Finally, endogenous extrapolation is necessary here to explain time

varying volatility.

To additionally motivate this learning model, I contrast this approach with other potential

approaches. The �rst is a Markov switching model where the dividend process switches

between the stationary and non-stationary formulations. I do not take this approach because

it does not generate signi�cant variation in long-run forecasts. If transition probabilities are

high then initial beliefs do not matter much for where you end up in the long run, if transition

probabilities are low and you do not observe many transitions in simulation samples. The

second approach would have a dividend process with permanent and transitory shocks. The

agent's learning problem could be solved with the Kalman �lter. However in this model

agents always react the same way to shocks (as a linear combination of a permanent and

transitory shocks with weights given by the relative variances of the two shocks). This model

does not then generate endogenous time varying volatility. A third approach would combine

the two previous approaches: a Markov switching model where in state one the economy's

shocks are permanent and in state two the economy's shocks are only temporary. However,

this model is not tractable. The whole history of shocks and time varying probabilities of

all past states would be necessary to make forecasts. My approach in this paper tries to

capture the dynamics of this last approach in a straightforward, tractable way.

4 Calibration and Simulation

Time is quarterly and I set the risk free rate (R− 1) equal to 0.0025 implying a 1% annual

risk free rate. I set δ, the rate of time preference, to 1
R
. I set γ = 0.7 to match the standard

deviation of consumption and set the risk aversion parameter α to 0. I use no risk aversion

so that asset price movements are driven by changes in expectations about future dividends

only and not time varying risk assessments.15 Robustness to the choice of the risk free rates

is presented in section 6.

I set the gain parameter equal to 0.02. I �nd that this gain ensures non-trivial perpetual

learning (i.e. failure to converge to the true process) while also being large enough to allow

the model to �t the negative correlation between the PE ratio and future returns. My

gain is analogous to 1 − f where f is the forgetting parameter used in Koop and Korobilis

15I implement this calibration by taking the limit as α→ 0 in equations (5) and (6). This sets the second
term in these equation to zero. Note that since δ = 1

R , ln(δR) = 0 and hence the second term in equation
(5) approaches zero as α→ 0.
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(2012). They consider a range of f from 0.99 to 0.95. Therefore, I have a gain parameter of

similar magnitude as to what is chosen in the Bayesian dynamic model averaging literature.

I examine robustness to alternative choices for the gain from g = 0.01 and g = 0.05 in section

6.

I also need to assign initial beliefs for the candidate models. However, these initial beliefs

do not impact the results because I simulate the model for 1,000 periods and use only the

last 340 = 4*(2013-1928) observations to correspond to the length of my data set. I begin

with an initial prior on the stationary model ps,t = 0.5. To set beliefs for the two possible

dividend processes I estimate a stationary process (dt = αs + γst+ ρs1dt−1 + ...+ ρspdt−p + εst)

and a non-stationary process (∆dt = αns +ρns1 ∆dt−1 + ...+ρnsp ∆dt−p + εnst ) by ordinary least

squares using data on the net operating surplus of private enterprises.16 The data come

from the National Income and Product Accounts (Table 1.10 line 12), Bureau of Economic

Analysis and are de�ated with the GDP de�ator. Data are quarterly, begin in 1947 and

end in 2012. I let the number of AR lags p = 4. I then set the initial beliefs about the

parameters, Υs,0 and Υns,0 to the estimated parameters of the dividend process. I set the

precision matrices to: P0 = 0.01 ∗ Ip which allows for a fairly defuse prior. From section 3.4,

we see that this prior gives a standard error for the initial coe�cient equal to
√

100 = 10

times the standard deviation of the regression residual which in this case leads to a standard

error equal to 20% of the dividend. The initial (sum of squared residuals)s0 is set equal to

the estimated residual variance of each model and the initial degrees of freedom are set equal

to one.17

I then simulate the model assuming the true dividend process is the stationary dividend

process and εst is distributed N(0, σ2
s) where σ2

s is estimated using the sample variance of

the regression residuals. I simulate the model 500 times using a simulation length of 1,000

quarters. I keep only the last 340 = 4*(2013-1928) and report median statistics for the

model. The model is calibrated at a quarterly frequency, so I construct an annual data

series using year end prices, the cumulative return over the four quarters in the year, and

the quarter four to quarter four change in log consumption.18

16I use these data as opposed to the Shiller dividend series because they are seasonally adjusted and do
not exclude pro�ts shareholders receive through share buybacks. However, I obtain similar results using the
Shiller dividend series.

17I estimate the stationary process with a time trend and log dividends and the non-stationary process
with an intercept. To get the model process (which is in levels) I use the estimated coe�cients and set the
time trend to zero for the stationary model and the intercept to zero for the non-stationary model. I estimate
the initial sample variance of residuals by taking the sample variance and multiplying by the steady state
value of the dividend from the model.

18Following Fuster et al. (2012) I use cumulative gains as opposed to excess returns to calculate the
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I choose to make the true process stationary given the evidence of overreaction in the

data, i.e. the negative correlation among these variables at medium run horizons. In this way,

belief in the non-stationary model is a mistake and the agent's correction of this mistake

allows the model to be able to match the data moments. The model therefore gives an

intuitive explanation for these asset pricing puzzles, one in which agents overact to news

about dividends. However, this overreaction is endogenous as they are more likely to be

mistaken when the data tends to look non-stationary. I also allow the true process to be

stationary because it is consistent with the view that people overemphasize the current

situation and ignore factors which may lead to long run mean reversion. For example,

emphasizing current pro�tability and ignoring increased competition which may lower pro�t

margins in the future or observing an increase in house prices now and ignoring how supply

may increase in the future lowering prices. This type of overreaction is consistent with the

�this time is di�erent analysis� of Reinhart and Rogo� (2009) and the tendency of agents to

justify temporary movement with new-era stories as described in Shiller (2005).

Finally, its worth noting that the empirical evidence on the stationarity of the dividend

process is mixed (conditional on a deterministic time trend). While tests for the existence of

a unit root in the dividend series fail to reject the null, these tests have notoriously low power

against the alternative of a near-unit root model. Many authors have noted this possibility,

for example Cochrane (1988, 1991); Stock (1991) in examining several macroeconomic time-

series. Additionally, Fama and French (1988) argue that longer run mean reversion in returns

make it di�cult to convincingly establish the existence of a unit root in the stock price.

Still, given the common assumption of non-stationary dividends in the literature I provide

more support for the assumption of the model in the robustness section, section 6. I show

that running the actual dividend data through the featured learning process does not give

convincing evidence that dividends are non-stationary. I also show the main results of the

paper can be replicated with a model where the true process is non-stationary but has more

mean reversion than an alternative candidate model.

correlation statistics. These are obtained by taking the excess return Rt and multiplying by pt−1, though I
�nd the di�erence to be unimportant. Note also the true dividend process here does not result in simulations
with negative dividends because the true process is stationary.
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5 Results

In this section I describe the results from the model. First I graph the impulse response

functions for the two dividend processes considered and plot a sample draw of dividends

and the corresponding model probabilities and prices. I examine these plots �rst to build

intuition for the results of the model. Then I consider the simulated statistics for the model

and compare them to the data.

5.1 Model Intuition

Figure 1 plots the (log) dividend impulse response functions to a one standard deviation

shock to the dividend. On impact the e�ect on the dividend shock is the same. One

quarter out, both models also predict very similar e�ects on the dividend because the short

term dynamics of the stationary model are very similar to the short run dynamics of the

stationary model. However, after the �rst two quarters the paths start to diverge with

the non-stationary model predicting an increasing and permanent e�ect on future dividends,

while the stationary model predicts a temporary e�ect which dies out after about 20 quarters.

From these dynamics, we can deduce two e�ects. First, when the agent believes strongly

in the non-stationary model the price will be quite volatile, as every shock generates a large

change in the present value of future dividends. On the other hand, if the agent believes

mostly in the stationary model, asset prices will be very smooth as shocks to fundamentals

have only small e�ects on the present value of future dividends. Second, at times, it will be

di�cult to know for certain that the stationary model is true. I calibrate the model with

an AR(4). Note that the model predictions four quarters out are not very di�erent. They

are about one �fth of a standard deviation apart from each other. This implies that at

certain times, given a random draw of the data generated by the stationary model, it will

look as if dividends are more likely generated by the non-stationary model. This implication

is a well know result from the literature on unit roots in macroeconomic time series (Stock

(1991); Deaton (1992); Cochrane (1988)). While these models imply very di�erent long

run impacts of shocks, they are very hard to tell apart in time series the length of most

macroeconomic series. Tests which construct the long run response of shocks lack statistical

power in small samples. As a result, we rely on the short run dynamics of the parametric

representations (e.g. an AR(4) in di�erences versus levels). But these models have similar

short run dynamics and are therefore di�cult to di�erentiate. It is this result that is at

the heart of why learning matters in this model. These two processes are di�cult to tell
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apart but also have very di�erent implications as to how prices should respond to shocks to

fundamentals.

To see the implication of learning about stationary versus non-stationary dividend pro-

cesses, consider the sample price in �gure 2. This price is based on a single simulation of

the dividend process from the stationary model for 340 quarters. I plot the price from the

learning model (solid line) versus the price from a model where the agent puts all the weight

on the stationary model (dashed line). We see �rst that the learning model generates a more

volatile price series then the stationary model since it puts some weight on the non-stationary

model where shocks to dividends are permanent. More interestingly, we see two large price

increases and subsequent crashes in the learning model around quarter 150 where prices rise

cumulatively 16% and then subsequently crash and another around quarter 280 where prices

rise 12% and then crash. In contrast the stationary model has almost no change in its price.

These �uctuations look like �uctuations in price not driven by fundamentals (i.e. dividends).

To see what drives these price crashes examine �gure 3. What one sees is that around

time 150 the probability on the stationary model goes from 80% to 40%. Similarly, around

time 280 the probability of the stationary model falls from 80% to below 40%. It is these

changes in beliefs that lead to price increases.

Now recall that beliefs are endogenously determined in the model. This movement in

probability is not an exogenous shock to beliefs but an endogenous response to the change

in dividends. Figure 4 plots the dividend process. Even though it is driven by the stationary

process, the process is close enough to a unit root to occasionally have large drifts from its

steady state value. We see that around time 150, the dividend begins a sharp rise, increasing

cumulatively 20%. At time 280 there is a similar increase in the dividend. While the true

process is the stationary model, this level of the dividend is unlikely given the stationary

model, and so the agent begins to think that the non-stationary model is true. These

dividend changes lead to a massive reevaluation of beliefs and revaluation of price.

While this is just one random draw of dividends, and we rely on the simulation statistics

to evaluate the model, it explains how the model may be able to match the data. Agents

misinterpret random movements in dividends generated by the stationary model. This mis-

representation leads to large swings in prices that are subsequently reversed when dividends

begin to mean revert. Consider a large increase in the price due to this misinterpretation.

We will see a positive return, an increase in the PE ratio and an increase in consump-

tion as wealth goes up. However, when dividends subsequently mean revert, these positive

increases will be followed by declines in the price resulting in negative returns and consump-
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tion growth. Additionally, learning should increase volatility and therefore lead to a higher

standard deviation of consumption and returns.

5.2 Return Predictability

Table 2 gives the simulation statistics concerning return predictability. First for the data,

and then for three simulations: a rational expectations benchmark where the agent knows

the true dividend process is stationary and knows the parameters of the process, a parameter

learning model where the agent knows the true model is stationary but not the parameters

of the process, and a model learning simulation where the agent learns about both the

parameters of the dividend process and whether the true dividend model is stationary or

non-stationary. First we see that the rational expectations benchmark performs poorly. The

correlation between returns and future returns is close to zero, as is the correlation between

consumption growth and future returns and consumption growth and future consumption

growth.19 All the other correlation are of the wrong sign. For example, the PE ratio is

positively correlated with future returns and consumption growth.20 Additionally, the PE

ratio positively forecasts future dividend growth. The model generates 1/200th the volatility

of returns in the data and 1/20th the observed volatility of consumption. It is worth noting

that one could improve these volatility statistics by using a non-stationary process for the

true dividend. However, I choose a stationary benchmark of a speci�c reason. One challenge

in explaining equity returns is how to amplify the e�ect of changes in fundamentals. What

I am able to show is that this model can take very smooth fundamentals and substantially

amplify the volatility of returns.

In contrast to the rational expectations benchmark, the model with learning about the

non-stationary model does substantially better. It predicts a correlation between current

returns and future returns of -0.21 versus -0.2 in the data. It predicts a correlation of the PE

ratio and future returns of -0.18 versus -0.41 in the data. Consumption growth is negatively

correlated with future returns. The model predicts a consumption growth future return

correlation of -0.25 versus -0.34 in the data. Similarly, the PE ratio negatively predicts

consumption growth with a correlation of -0.15 versus -0.16 in the data. The correlation

of consumption growth in the model with future consumption growth matches the data

almost exactly at -0.22. Finally, the model predicts a correlation between the PE ratio and

future dividend growth of -0.26 vs -0.25 in the data. The model also signi�cantly ampli�es

19Small sample bias prevents these correlations from being exactly zero.
20Again these correlation go to zero as the simulated time series length is increased.
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volatility. It explains 13% of the volatility of returns observed in the data, 17 times more than

the rational expectations benchmark and it matches the volatility of consumption exactly.

The middle column of table 2 allows us to demonstrate the importance of learning about

the likelihood of the non-stationary model. We see that allowing the agent to learn about the

parameters of the stationary process while assuming he knows the true process is stationary

makes little di�erence. The predicted moments are similar to the rational expectations

benchmark. I obtain this result because I run the simulation for many periods before I

select the data used for calculating the statistics, and by then the parameters have mostly

converged to their true values. Therefore, model learning is key to explaining the ability of

the model to match the data.

To summarize, the model generates a negative correlation between returns when agents

misinterpret random movements in dividends generated by the stationary process. They

believe the true dividend process may be non-stationary and this misinterpretation leads

to a large change in the equity price. When dividends eventually begin to mean revert,

prices do as well. This reversion explains the negative correlation. I showed through a

simulation that the model with learning about the true dividend process is able to explain

the negative correlations we observe in equity markets and a substantial amount of volatility

in consumption and returns.

5.3 Time Varying Volatility

Table 3 examines the ability of the model to generate time varying volatility in returns and

the PE ratio compared to the benchmark rational expectations model and a model with

constant non-zero probability on the non-stationary model. As the constant probability, I

use the median probability across time and trials for the learning model.21 Here I focus on

quarterly data as it is di�cult to detect time varying volatility at the annual frequency.

Recall, in the data quarterly return kurtosis equals 4.1. Both the rational expectations

benchmark and the constant probability model imply quarterly returns should look normal

with a kurtosis of 3. However, the learning model is able to amplify kurtosis predicting

a kurtosis of 8.08. The PE-ratio also exhibits kurtosis. In quarterly data, kurtosis of the

PE-ratio is 4.6. The RE and constant probability models predict kurtosis of 2.8 and 2.9

respectively. The learning model is able to amplify kurtosis, though only slightly, predicting

a kurtosis of 3. Finally I also look at the percent of absolute returns which are greater than

21This probability is 0.76.
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1.96 times the standard deviation of returns. If returns were normal this statistic should

be 5%. However, in the data it is 6.2%. Both the rational expectations and the constant

probability model predict 5% of returns should be greater than 1.96 standard deviations.

The learning model better matches the data predicting that 5.6% of returns should be above

1.96 standard deviations.

In the second panel of table 3 we examine the autocorrelation of squared returns as a way

to measure time varying volatility. We found that in the quarterly data, up to four lags all

these autocorrelations were positive. The correlation at one lag was 0.08, 0.01 at two lags,

0.47 at three lags and fell to 0.14 at four lags. The rational expectations benchmark model

and the constant probability model do not predict any autocorrelation in squared returns.

All estimated autocorrelation coe�cients are near zero. However the learning model does

predict positive autocorrelation of squared returns. It predicts an autocorrelation of 0.23 at

one lag down to 0.13 at four lags.

Finally, I examine the ability of the model to explain the GARCH e�ects found in the

data. For the GARCH(1,1):

σ2
t = κ+ γ1σ

2
t−1 + a1ε

2
t−1

I estimated γ1 = 0.61 and a1 = 0.29. Both estimates were highly statistically signi�cant.

To examine the ability of the models to generate these facts, I �rst simulate return data

from the models. Then I run an Engle test with the null hypothesis of no conditional

heteroscedasticity. If the test rejects I estimate the GARCH parameters, otherwise I assign

zeros for the parameters.22 I then report the median statistics across the simulations. We

�rst see that the rational expectations model and the constant probability model predict

no GARCH e�ects. However the learning model predicts γ1 = 0.57 and a1 = 0.32 versus

γ1 = 0.61 and a1 = 0.29 in the data.

The common approach for explaining time varying volatility is to assume time varying

volatility in the dividend process. While this certainly may be the case, I believe the current

setup should be preferred for a variety of reasons. First, exogenous time varying volatility

is an additional assumption that must be added into the baseline model to generate time

varying volatility while it is orthogonal to the other data moments of interest. Here the

learning mechanism improves the baseline model on this dimension and many other dimen-

sions. Secondly, a key empirical challenge is to explain return volatility with a relatively

smooth dividend process. To put it another way the goal is to generate ampli�cation from

22This procedure is necessary because under the null of no GARCH the likelihood function is �at and I
am unable to identify the GARCH parameters.
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small dividend shocks. In line with this motivation, it seems important to explore how small,

constant volatility shocks can result in return series with changing volatility. Thirdly, very

few shocks are truly exogenous. Even the dividend process is an outcome of the �rms corpo-

rate �nance decisions and the economic, �rm and industry level conditions that determine

pro�tability. Therefore to the extent that we wish to understand time varying volatility it

is important to endogenize it. Relatedly, it is di�cult to determine if changes in earnings

volatility cause changes in return volatility of if another unobserved variable impacts both

earning and returns. In fact, e�orts to isolate truly exogenous movements in fundamen-

tals that correspond to observed large changes in returns have been quite unsuccessful (see

for example Cutler et al. (1989); Roll (1984)). These results suggest the need for models

which generate periods of high return volatility absent changes in the underlying volatility

of fundamentals.

Of course, it would be straightforward to add in time varying volatility to the true

dividend process. This would only make it easier for the model to match the level of time

varying volatility in the data.

There is clear evidence of time varying volatility in the quarterly returns data. The

learning model endogenously generates this as the agent's belief that the world is non-

stationary is changing over time. Periods where the agent increases his belief that the non-

stationary model is true are periods when the volatility of returns increases. The benchmark

models without changes in beliefs cannot endogenously generate this time varying volatility.

6 Robustness and Further Analysis

This section examines the robustness of the results on return predictability and time varying

volatility to di�erent parameter choices. It provides support for the assumption that divi-

dends are stationary and shows that this is not a key assumption to generate the results. I

also give a suggestive welfare analysis that supports the idea that these belief mistakes do

not result in large welfare losses. It then quanti�es the importance of changing beliefs for

the variance of price changes and the model's predictions of return predictability. I do this

by decomposing changes in the equity price and comparing the return predictability results

of the main model to the model where the agent puts a constant non-zero probability on the

non-stationary model.
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6.1 Robustness

The model is fairly tightly parametrized. However, I did need to set a risk free rate, gain pa-

rameter and AR lag length. Table 4 gives the model results varying one of these parameters,

while keeping all other parameters constant.

The choice of lag length does not matter much for the results. Using a lag length equal

to two I �nd correlations that are a little bit smaller, but most are within 0.05 of the main

results. The model still generates the negative correlations in the data and obtains similar

results for the standard deviation of consumption and returns. Increasing the lag length has a

similar e�ect. There is very little di�erence between the statistics generated with a lag length

of six or eight versus four. These lag lengths all generate very similar negative correlations

and standard deviations of consumption growth and returns. For each lag length, we still

see substantial autocorrelation of squared returns.

For the gain parameter I �nd a very similar result. Lowering the gain from 0.02 to

0.01 has no real e�ect on the correlation of returns with future returns and consumption

growth with future returns and future consumption growth. The correlation of the PE ratio

with future returns and consumption falls slightly. We also see a small fall in the standard

deviation of returns and consumption growth. In contrast, increasing the gain to 0.035 or

0.05 increases the PE correlations slightly while having little e�ect on the other correlations.

It also increases the volatility of returns and consumption. But in either case the results

from changing the gain are very similar to the results from the baseline calibration. The

predicted autocorrelation of squared returns is only slightly a�ected.

Finally I consider increasing the quarterly, gross risk free rate from 1.0025 to 1.02. This

change increases the annual rate from 1% to 8% per year. The choice of the risk free rate

does not matter for the correlation coe�cients. I get almost identical results for the di�erent

choices of R. I do �nd that volatility increases when R is increased. When R = 1.02, the

standard deviation is 3.0% for returns versus 2.6% in the baseline case.

The last panel of table 4 presents the results from a model where the true dividend

process is non-stationary.

∆dt = αns + ρns1 ∆dt−1 + ...+ ρnsp ∆dt−p + εnst

I allow the true process to be an AR(40) in di�erences as in Fuster et al. (2012) and the

agent considers two possible processes for the di�erenced dividend process: an AR(4) and

an AR(40). While non-stationary, the AR(40) model exhibits substantially more mean
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reversion than the AR(4) model. Results from this version of the learning model show that

the assumption of stationarity is not key to generate the main results of the paper. Indeed

all of the main correlation coe�cients are close to the benchmark case. The model with

two non-stationary processes does generate higher volatility overall (σ(r) = 3.3% vs. 2.6%

in the benchmark case). But it generates less time varying volatility, the autocorrelation of

squared returns equals 0.1 versus 0.23 in the original model.

To provide further evidence on the possibility of a trend stationary dividend process I

run the Bayesian learning model in the paper using the actual dividend data. I allow for

a gain of zero here but results were very similar for higher gains. The results are given in

�gure 5. The probability weight on the stationarity model ranges from 0.4 to 0.8 and the

data indicate that the trend stationary dividend is as likely as the non-stationary dividend.

To get some intuition for this result examine �gure 6 which plots the log of the dividend

data along with a time trend. What one sees is that dividends do look like they tend to

revert to this time trend. Moreover, we put the least weight on the stationary model when

dividends are far from this trend, e.g. 1968 and 1988. And we put increasing more weight

on the stationary model as dividends return to this trend.

As a �nal check on the reasonableness of the results. I consider the welfare cost of

using the learning rule versus using the rational expectations rule. I calculate consumption

assuming the representative agent knows the true process (cs) versus if he needs to learn

about the true process (cl).The welfare cost τ is given by:

Et
−1

α

∞∑
s=0

exp[−α(clt+s − γclt+s−1)]− exp[−α((1− τ)cst+s − γ(1− τ)cst+s−1)] = 0.

Hence the welfare is the fraction of per-period consumption that the rational agent would

need to loose in order to be indi�erent between being in the learning economy and the

rational economy. I �nd that these losses are quite small. I consider, to amplify the losses,

a coe�cient of CRRA equal to 10.23 Even then welfare loses are only 0.4% of consumption.

This analysis is only suggestive however because in a world with heterogeneous agents there

may be additional welfare gains to rational agents of exploiting learning agents mistaken

beliefs.

In summary, the results are very robust to di�erent choices of the AR lag, the gain

parameter and the risk free rate. The results are not in anyway dependent on the choices

23Fuster et al. (2012) show that given a CRRA coe�cient σ then the corresponding CARA coe�cient is
α = σ

d(1− γ
R ) where d is the mean dividend.
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for these parameters. Welfare losses of shifting to learning seem to be small and it is not

necessary to assume a stationary dividend process in order to generate the model results.

One caveat remains however. The gain parameter must be high enough to allow for non-

trivial perpetual learning. With a lower value of the gain, I would need to shorten the sample

size to generate similar results, making the results potentially more dependent on the initial

choice of priors.

6.2 Quantitative Importance of Belief Changes

Table 5 assesses the importance of changes in model beliefs for generating price volatility and

return predictability. For the learning model in the paper we can calculate the price as the

probability weighted average of the equilibrium price if the individual believed the stationary

model was true: pSt , and the equilibrium price if the individual believed the non-stationary

model pNSt was true.24

pLt = (1− ps,t)pNSt + ps,tp
S
t

Writing this in changes we �nd

∆pLt =ps,t∆p
NS
t + (1− ps,t)∆pNSt + (ps,t − ps,t−1) ∗ (pSt−1 − pNSt−1)

∆pLt =dp1
t + dp2

t

where dp1
t = ps,t∆p

NS
t+(1−ps,t)∆pNSt and dp2

t = (ps,t−ps,t−1)∗(pSt−1−pNSt−1). dp1
t represents

the response of the learning price to news about dividends. It is a probability weighted aver-

age of the response under the two models. dp2
t represents the response of the learning price

to changes in beliefs. This representation allows for the following variance decomposition:

1 =
cov(dp1

t ,∆p
L
t )

var(∆pLt )
+
cov(dp2

t ,∆p
L
t )

var(∆pLt )

Table 5a reports the result of this variance decomposition, taking the median results

across the 500 trials. I �nd that 66% of the variance in the learning price comes from the

�rst term. That the model does not rely solely on belief changes to explain time varying

volatility is a signi�cant di�erence from Veronesi (1999). However belief changes are not

irrelevant: 34% of the variance comes from the second term. This result indicates that more

24Because the price is risk adjusted using the variance of consumption, this formula does not hold exactly
when risk aversion does not equal zero. However, since I use no risk aversion it holds exactly.
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than 30% of the variance in the price comes from revisions in beliefs.

As a further check on the importance of changes in beliefs for the results, I examine the

return predictability predictions of the constant probability model of section 5.3. Recall,

this model kept a constant probability weight on the non-stationary model. This version

of the model has overreaction to news from believing the non-stationary model, but it is

not time varying as the weight on the non-stationary model is constant. I �nd that the

model with constant probability still generates the negative correlations, but it understates

the correlation of the PE ratio with future returns (-0.10 vs. -0.18 for the full model) and

the correlation of the PE ratio with future consumption growth (-0.08 vs. -0.15 for the full

model). The constant probability model does a worse job matching the negative correlation

of returns over time and the correlation of consumption growth with future consumption

growth. Though the model does slightly better in matching the correlation of consumption

growth with future returns. The constant probability model generates about half as much

volatility of returns and consumption growth.

To summarize, changes in beliefs are important for the model predictions. Thirty percent

of the variance in price changes comes from changes in beliefs and changes in beliefs help

the model explain the correlation of the PE ratio with future returns.

7 Conclusion

In this paper I examine a novel explanation for asset pricing puzzles. Namely, that the agent

is unable to determine if the dividend process is stationary (and shocks are temporary)

or non-stationary (shocks are permanent). I embed this uncertainty into a consumption

based asset pricing model using Bayesian learning (with a bias towards current observations)

to generate probability weights on the two processes. While the true dividend process is

stationary, after a sequence of random shocks which results in the dividend series being far

from its mean, the agent begins to think the non-stationary model is more likely. This leads

to large swings in the equilibrium price of the equity asset which are subsequently reversed

when the stationary series reverts back to its mean.

As a result the model is able to explain many asset pricing puzzles. First current returns

and the PE ratio are negatively correlated with future excess returns. Consumption growth

negatively correlates with future returns and both the PE ratio and consumption growth

are negatively correlated with future consumption growth. The model matches the standard

deviation of consumption and greatly ampli�es returns over the benchmark rational expec-
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tations model. Finally, the model generates time varying volatility consistent with what is

observed in the quarterly return series.

This paper has focused on asset pricing puzzles which are averages over the whole time

series. One of the interesting features of the learning model is that the magnitude of incorrect

beliefs is not constant over time but varies with the history of dividends. This observation

suggests that the model may have implications for other less conventional statistics. For

example, it may be useful in understanding infrequent but large changes in asset prices. It

may also be helpful in explaining why the asset pricing correlations are so weak: as there

are periods in time when the agent believes the true model and these correlations would

go away, and periods of time when they believe the incorrect model, and these correlations

would show up more strongly. I hope to explore these implications in future work.
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A Consumption Rule and Asset Price (Not For Publica-

tion)

The agent maximizes:

max
ct+s

∞∑
s=0

δs
−1

α
exp[−α(ct+s − γct+s−1)]

subject to:

wt =−Rbt + Θt−1dt + Θt−1pt

bt+1 =ct + Θtpt − wt − y

dt = αs + γst+ ρs1dt−1 + ...+ ρspdt−p + εst with p = ps,t

∆dt = αns + ρns1 ∆dt−1 + ...+ ρnsp ∆dt−p + εnst with p = 1− ps,t

The forecasting vector for future dividends is given by:

−→
dt =

[
1 dt 4dt . . . ∆dt−p+1 1 t dt . . . dt−p+1

]′
Then ~dt+1 = Φ~dt where

Φ =



1 0 0 0 0 0

αns 1 ρns1 ρns2 · · · ρnsp

αns 0 ρns1 ρns2 . . . ρnsp 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0
. . . 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0

1 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 0 0 0 0

0 αs γs ρs1 . . . . . . ρsp

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0
. . . 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0


Therefore Etdt+s = Etẽ

′~dt+s where ẽ
′ = [ 0 1− ps,t ~0p 0 0 ps,t ~0p−1]
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We will de�ne the state vector zt =
[
bt ct−1 1 y dt ~dt

]
and guess a linear policy

function ct = P ′zt. The evolution of the state vector satis�es: zt = Mzt−1 + Cεtwhere

M =



R 0 0 −1 −1 ~0′2p+4

0 0 0 0 0 ~0′2p+4

0 0 1 0 0 ~0′2p+4

0 0 0 1 0 ~0′2p+4

0 0 0 0 0 ẽ′Φ

02p+4,5 Φ


+



1

1

0

0

0

~02p+4


P ′

C =



0

0

0

0

ps,tσ
s + (1− ps,t)σns

0

σns

σns

~0p−1

0

0

σs

~0p−1


which implies zt = M̄zt−1 +Nct−1 + Cεt.

We will guess a solution to the Bellman equation V (zt) = −Ψ
α
exp[−α(ct − γct−1)]. Now

let P̃ = P − γ


0

1

0
...

so P̃ ′zt = ct − γct−1. Then the Bellman equation becomes

V (zt) =
−1

α
exp[−α(ct − γct−1)] + δEtV (zt+1)

−Ψ

α
exp[−α(ct − γct−1)] =

−1

α
exp[−α(P̃ ′zt)] + δEt

−Ψ

α
exp[−α(P̃ ′zt+1)]
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Now to evaluate

Et
−Ψ

α
exp[−α(P̃ ′zt+1)]

Et
−Ψ

α
exp[−α(P̃ ′Mzt + P̃ ′Cεt+1)]

−Ψ

α
exp[−α(P̃ ′Mzt +

α2

2
C ′P̃ P̃ ′C)]

−Ψ

α
exp(−α[(P̃ ′Mzt −

α

2
C ′P̃ P̃ ′C)])

So the Bellman equation becomes:

−Ψ

α
exp[−α(P̃ ′zt)] =

−1

α
exp[−α(P̃ ′zt)]− δ

Ψ

α
exp(−α[(P̃ ′Mzt −

α

2
C ′P̃ P̃ ′C)])]

This gives

Ψ = 1 + δΨexp[−α([(̃P
′
M − I)zt −

α

2
C ′P̃ P̃ ′C])] (9)

Since this must hold for all ztwe can conclude that (̃P
′
M − I)zt is a constant.

We can also derive the �rst order condition for the optimal consumption choice

exp[−α(P̃ ′zt)]
dP̃ ′zt
dct

+ δΨEtexp[−α(P̃ ′zt+1)]
dP̃ ′zt+1

dct
= 0

exp[−α(P̃ ′zt)] + δΨP̃ ′NEtexp[−α(P̃ ′zt+1)] = 0

exp[−α(P̃ ′zt)] + δΨP̃ ′Nexp(−α[(P̃ ′Mzt −
α

2
C ′P̃ P̃ ′C)]) = 0

1 + δΨP̃ ′Nexp[−α([(̃P
′
M − I)zt −

α

2
C ′P̃ P̃ ′C])] = 0

From (9) we have

1 + δΨP̃ ′N
Ψ− 1

δΨ
= 0

1 + P̃ ′N(Ψ− 1) = 0

Ψ = 1− 1

P̃ ′N
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We know proceed by guessing the policy function.

P =



−(R− 1)(1− γ
R

)
γ
R

R−γ
R

Q

φ

[Kẽ′(I − Φ)−1 Φ
R

]′


Here Q and φ are constants to be determined. This guess implies:

P̃ =



−(R− 1)(1− γ
R

)
γ
R
− γ
Q
R−γ
R

φ

[Kẽ′(I − Φ
R

)−1 Φ
R

]′


Now note that P̃ ′N = −(R− 1)(1− γ

R
) + γ

R
− γ = (1−R) so Ψ = 1− 1

1−R = R
R−1

.

Now to validate the guess for P we show that P̃ ′(M − I)zt is constant for this choice of

P . First note that M − I = M̄ − I +NP ′ =

R− 1 0 0 −1 −1 ~0′2p+4

0 −1 0 0 0 ~0′2p+4

0 0 0 0 0 ~0′2p+4

0 0 0 0 0 ~0′2p+4

0 0 0 0 −1 ẽ′Φ

02p+4,5 Φ− I


+



−(R− 1)(1− γ
R

) γ
R

Q R−γ
R

φ [Kẽ′(I − Φ
R

)−1 Φ
R

]

−(R− 1)(1− γ
R

) γ
R

Q R−γ
R

φ [Kẽ′(I − Φ
R

)−1 Φ
R

]

02p+7,2p+9


For the �rst element of (̃P

′
M − I)zt we have

−(R− 1)(1− γ

R
)(R− 1)

γ

R
−
( γ
R
− γ
)

(R− 1)(1− γ

R
) = 0
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For the second element of (̃P
′
M − I)zt we have

−(R− 1)(1− γ

R
)
γ

R
+
( γ
R
− γ
)( γ

R
− 1
)

( γ
R
− γ
)

(1− γ

R
) +

( γ
R
− γ
)( γ

R
− 1
)

= 0

For the third element of (̃P
′
M − I)zt we have

−(R− 1)(1− γ

R
)Q+

( γ
R
− γ
)
Q

(−R− γ

R
+ 1 + γ)Q+

( γ
R
− γ
)
Q

(1−R)Q

For the fourth element of (̃P
′
M − I)zt we have

−(R− 1)(1− γ

R
)
−γ
R

+
( γ
R
− γ
)

(1− γ

R
) = 0

For the �fth element of (̃P
′
M − I)zt we have

−(R− 1)(1− γ

R
)(φ− 1) +

( γ
R
− γ
)
φ− φ

−(R− γ − 1 +
γ

R
)(φ− 1) +

( γ
R
− γ
)
φ− φ

(1−R)φ− (1−R)(1− γ

R
)− φ

φ =
(R− 1)(1− γ

R
)

R

For the sixth element of (̃P
′
M − I)zt we have

−(R− 1)(1− γ

R
)(Kẽ′(I − Φ

R
)−1 Φ

R
) +

( γ
R
− γ
)(

Kẽ′(I − Φ

R
)−1 Φ

R

)
+ φẽ′Φ +

(
Kẽ′(I − Φ

R
)−1 Φ

R

)
(Φ− I)

(1−R)(Kẽ′(I − Φ

R
)−1 Φ

R
) +

(R− 1)(1− γ
R

)

R
ẽ′Φ +

(
Kẽ′(I − Φ

R
)−1 Φ

R

)
(Φ− I)

−R(Kẽ′(I − Φ

R
)−1 Φ

R
) +

(R− 1)(1− γ
R

)

R
ẽ′Φ +R

(
Kẽ′(I − Φ

R
)−1 Φ

R

)
Φ

R
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Now note that

Φ

R

Φ

R
=

Φ

R
− Φ

R
+

Φ

R

Φ

R
Φ

R

Φ

R
=(I − Φ

R
)
−Φ

R
+

Φ

R

(I − Φ

R
)−1 Φ

R

Φ

R
=(I − Φ

R
)−1 Φ

R
− Φ

R

So

(R− 1)(1− γ
R

)

R
ẽ′Φ +−Kẽ′Φ = 0

K =
(R− 1)(1− γ

R
)

R

Now we can solve for Q from the �rst order condition

1 + δΨP̃ ′Nexp[−α([(̃P
′
M − I)zt −

α

2
C ′P̃ P̃ ′C])] = 0

1 + δΨP̃ ′Nexp[−α([Q(1−R)− α

2
C ′P̃ P̃ ′C])] = 0

From above ΨP̃ ′N = −R so

1− δRexp[−α([Q(1−R)− α

2
C ′P̃ P̃ ′C])] = 0

ln(δR)− αQ(1−R) +
α2

2
C ′P̃ P̃ ′C = 0

Q =
1

R− 1

[
−1

α
ln(δR)− α

2
C ′P̃ P̃ ′C

]
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Now note that P̃ ′C=

P̃ ′5C5 + P̃ ′7C7 + P̃ ′8C8 + P̃ ′8+p+2C8+p+2

P̃ ′5 (ps,tσ
s + (1− ps,t)σns) + P̃ ′7σ

ns + P̃ ′8σ
ns + P̃ ′8+p+2σ

s

(R− 1)(1− γ
R

)

R
(ps,tσ

s + (1− ps,t)σns) + [
(R− 1)(1− γ

R
)

R
ẽ′(I − Φ

R
)−1 Φ

R
]



0

σns

σns

~0p+1

σs

~0p−1


(R− 1)(1− γ

R
)

R

(
ps,t(I −

Φ

R
)−1
p+5,p+5σ

s + (1− ps,t)(I −
Φ

R
)−1
2,2σ

ns + (1− ps,t)
[
(I − Φ

R
)−1 Φ

R

]
2,3

σns

)
= σc

Therefore

Q =
1

R− 1

[
−1

α
ln(δR)− α

2
σ2
c

]
Now to calculate the rule for ct = P ′zt we have ct =

−(R− 1)(1− γ

R
)bt +

γ

R
ct−1 +Q+

(R− 1)(1− γ
R

)

R
dt + [

(R− 1)(1− γ
R

)

R
ẽ′(I − Φ

R
)−1 Φ

R
]~dt

γ

R
ct−1 −

1

R− 1

[
1

α
ln(δR) +

α

2
σ2
c

]
+ (1− γ

R
)
R− 1

R

[
−Rbt + dt + Et

∞∑
s=1

dt+s
Rs

]

To calculate the market clearing asset price we follow Fuster et al. (2012) and write the

Belman equation as

V (zt) = max
ct,θt

u(ct, ct−1) + δEtV (zt+1)

where zt =
[
bt ct−1 1 y dt ~dt

]′
. We can also write the optimal consumption

choice as: ct = γ
R
ct−1 + (1 − γ

R
)xt − ψ where xt = R−1

R

[
−Rbt + dt + Et

∑∞
s=1

dt+s

Rs

]
and

ψ = 1
R−1

[
1
α

ln(δR) + α
2
σ2
c

]
. We solve for the optimal price by allowing for θ 6= 1 and then

�nd the price for which supply equal demand, i.e. θ = 1 . If the agent chooses θ 6= 1 the the

annuity value of wealth xt becomes xt = R−1
R

[
−Rbt − (θ − 1)pt + dt + θEt

∑∞
s=1

dt+s

Rs

]
. He

pays pt for any shares above 1 (his holdings last period) and expects θ times the discounted

present value of dividends in future dividend income. The �rst order condition for optimal
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choice of θ is
dV

dθ
=
∂V

∂c

[
∂ct
∂x

∂xt
∂θ

+
∂ct
∂ψ

∂ψ

∂θ

]
= 0

The term in brackets must be zero at θ = 1. Therefore

(1− γ

R
)
R− 1

R

[
−pt + Et

∞∑
s=1

dt+s
Rs

]
= − 1

R− 1

[
ασ2

c

]
.

Which gives

pt = Et

∞∑
s=1

dt+s
Rs
− Rασ2

c

(1− γ
R

)(R− 1)2

Figure 1: Impulse Responses: Non-Stationary Model (Solid) vs. Stationary Model (Dashed)
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Figure 2: Sample Price: Learning Model (Solid) vs. Stationary Model (Dashed)
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Figure 3: Sample Probability on the (True) Stationary Model
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Figure 4: Sample Dividend
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Figure 5: Probability of Stationary Model (Data)
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Figure 6: Dividend Data
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Table 1: Data Moments

Table 1a: Return Predictability

Moment Data Mean 90% CI
corr(rt, rt+2 + … + rt+5) -0.2 -0.01 [-0.19  0.17]

corr(P/E10,t, rt+2 + … + rt+5) -0.41 -0.13 [-0.43  0.2]

corr(∆lnct, rt+2 + … + rt+5) -0.34 -0.01 [-0.27  0.25]

corr(P/E10,t, ∆lnct+3 + … + ∆lnct+6) -0.16 -0.03 [-0.45  0.36]

corr(∆lnct, ∆lnct+3 + … + ∆lnct+6) -0.23 0.01 [-0.24  0.26]

corr(P/E10,t, ∆lndt+2 + … + ∆lndt+5) -0.25 -0.02 [-0.20 0.16]

σ(rt) 20.50% -- --

σ(∆lnct) 2% -- --

Table 1b: Time Varying Volatility

Kurtosis
Data Confidence Bounds

rt 4.1 [2.58   3.46]

P/E10,t 4.6 [1.67    3.50]

%|rt| > 1.96*σ(rt) 6.2% [3%       7%]

Autocorrelation of Squared Returns
Data Standard Error

lag 1 0.079 0.065
lag 2 0.01 0.065
lag 3 0.47 0.065
lag 4 0.14 0.065

GARCH
Data Standard Error

Garch 0.61 0.09
Arch 0.29 0.07
p-value Engle test 0.048

Bootstrap Procedure

Note: This table reports the correlation of returns, the PE ratio and consumption growth with future returns, the 
correlation of the PE ratio and consumption growth with future consumption growth and the correlation of the 
PE ratio with future dividend growth.  It reports the results of a bootstrapping exercise designed to illustrate the 
statistical significance of these correlations. It then reports the standard deviation of excess returns and the 
standard deviation of consumption growth. The table also reports kurtosis of excess returns and the PE ratio, 
autocorrelation of squared returns, and GARCH estimate for the excess returns data. Standard errors and 
confidence bounds from a bootstrapping exercise are given as well. 



T
able 2: M

odel R
esults -- R

eturn P
redictability

M
om

ent
D

ata
R

ational E
xpectations

P
aram

eter L
earning

M
odel L

earning
corr(rt , rt+

2  +
 …

 +
 rt+

5 )
-0.2

-0.03
-0.03

-0.21

corr(P
/E

10,t , rt+
2  +

 …
 +

 rt+
5 )

-0.41
0.1

0.1
-0.18

corr(∆
lnc

t , rt+
2  +

 …
 +

 rt+
5 )

-0.34
-0.04

-0.04
-0.25

corr(P
/E

10,t , ∆
lnc

t+
3  +

 …
 +

 ∆
lnc

t+
6 )

-0.16
0.11

0.1
-0.15

corr(∆
lnc

t , ∆
lnc

t+
3  +

 …
 +

 ∆
lnc

t+
6 )

-0.23
-0.03

-0.03
-0.22

corr(P
/E

10,t , ∆
lnd

t+
2  +

 …
 +

 ∆
lnd

t+
5 )

-0.25
0.15

0.15
-0.26

σ(rt )
20.50%

0.15%
0.15%

2.6%
σ(∆

lnc
t )

2%
0.1%

0.1%
2%

N
ote: T

his table reports the correlation of returns, dividend grow
th, the P

E
 ratio and consum

ption grow
th from

 the learning m
odel described 

in the paper. T
he rational expectations version com

es from
 setting the probability on the stationary m

odel equal to one and the stationary 
param

eters to the true m
odel for all tim

e periods. T
he param

eter learning colum
n allow

s learning about the stationary param
eters but keeps 

the probability on the stationary m
odel equal to one. T

he m
odel learning colum

n has learning both about the param
eters and the correct 

m
odel. I report m

edian statistics obtained by sim
ulating the m

odel for 500 trials. 



T
able 3: K

urtosis, A
utocorrelation of S

quared R
eturns, G

A
R

C
H

K
urtosis

D
ata

C
onfidence B

ounds
R

E
L

earning
C

onstant P
rob

rt
4.1

[2.58   3.46]
2.98

8.08
2.96

P
/E

10,t
4.6

[1.67    3.50]
2.75

2.97
2.8

%
|rt | >

 1.96*σ(rt )
6.2%

[3%
       7%

]
5.0%

5.6%
5.0%

A
utocorrelation of S

quared R
eturns

D
ata

S
tandard E

rror
R

E
L

earning
C

onstant P
rob

lag 1
0.079

0.065
-0.008

0.23
-0.002

lag 2
0.01

0.065
-0.006

0.2
-0.003

lag 3
0.47

0.065
-0.003

0.16
0.001

lag 4
0.14

0.065
-0.006

0.13
-0.006

G
A

R
C

H
D

ata
S

tandard E
rror

R
E

L
earning

C
onstant P

rob
G

arch 
0.61

0.09
0

0.57
0

A
rch

0.29
0.07

0
0.32

0
p-value E

ngle test
0.048

N
ote: T

his table reports kurtosis, autocorrelation of squared returns, and G
A

R
C

H
 estim

ate for the excess returns data and the 
sim

ulated m
odel data. C

onstant P
rob refers to a m

odel w
ith constant probability on the non-stationary m

odel.



Table 4: Robustness
Moment Data AR 2 4 6 8
corr(rt, rt+2 + … + rt+5) -0.2 -0.18 -0.21 -0.19 -0.19

corr(P/E10,t, rt+2 + … + rt+5) -0.41 -0.13 -0.18 -0.11 -0.17

corr(∆lnct, rt+2 + … + rt+5) -0.34 -0.22 -0.25 -0.23 -0.26

corr(P/E10,t, ∆lnct+3 + … + ∆lnct+6) -0.16 -0.12 -0.15 -0.13 -0.16

corr(∆lnct, ∆lnct+3 + … + ∆lnct+6) -0.23 -0.2 -0.22 -0.22 -0.25

corr(P/E10,t, ∆lndt+2 + … + ∆lndt+5) -0.25 -0.2 -0.26 -0.18 -0.26

σ(rt) 20.50% 2.6% 2.6% 2.2% 2.3%

σ(∆lnct) 2% 1.7% 2% 1.4% 1.50%

ρ(r2
t, r

2
t-1) 0.079 0.21 0.23 0.20 0.2%

Moment Data Gain 0.01 0.02 0.035 0.05
corr(rt, rt+2 + … + rt+5) -0.2 -0.2 -0.21 -0.21 -0.22

corr(P/E10,t, rt+2 + … + rt+5) -0.41 -0.12 -0.18 -0.21 -0.25

corr(∆lnct, rt+2 + … + rt+5) -0.34 -0.24 -0.25 -0.25 -0.26

corr(P/E10,t, ∆lnct+3 + … + ∆lnct+6) -0.16 -0.1 -0.15 -0.18 -0.23

corr(∆lnct, ∆lnct+3 + … + ∆lnct+6) -0.23 -0.22 -0.22 -0.23 -0.24

corr(P/E10,t, ∆lndt+2 + … + ∆lndt+5) -0.25 -0.18 -0.26 -0.31 -0.35

σ(rt) 20.50% 2.0% 2.6% 3.0% 3.30%

σ(∆lnct) 2% 1.30% 2% 1.9% 2.10%

ρ(r2
t, r

2
t-1) 0.079 0.28 0.23 0.2 0.26

Moment Data R 1.0025 1.005 1.01 1.02
corr(rt, rt+2 + … + rt+5) -0.2 -0.21 -0.21 -0.21 -0.2

corr(P/E10,t, rt+2 + … + rt+5) -0.41 -0.18 -0.18 -0.18 -0.18

corr(∆lnct, rt+2 + … + rt+5) -0.34 -0.25 -0.25 -0.26 -0.24

corr(P/E10,t, ∆lnct+3 + … + ∆lnct+6) -0.16 -0.15 -0.16 -0.17 -0.16

corr(∆lnct, ∆lnct+3 + … + ∆lnct+6) -0.23 -0.22 -0.23 -0.23 -0.21

corr(P/E10,t, ∆lndt+2 + … + ∆lndt+5) -0.25 -0.26 -0.27 -0.29 -0.31

σ(rt) 20.50% 2.6% 2.7% 2.8% 3.0%

σ(∆lnct) 2% 2% 1.8% 1.8% 2.0%

ρ(r2
t, r

2
t-1) 0.079 0.23 0.23 0.21 0.19

Moment Data Two NS S vs NS
corr(rt, rt+2 + … + rt+5) -0.2 -0.16 -0.21

corr(P/E10,t, rt+2 + … + rt+5) -0.41 -0.24 -0.18

corr(∆lnct, rt+2 + … + rt+5) -0.34 -0.18 -0.25

corr(P/E10,t, ∆lnct+3 + … + ∆lnct+6) -0.16 -0.22 -0.15

corr(∆lnct, ∆lnct+3 + … + ∆lnct+6) -0.23 -0.17 -0.22

corr(P/E10,t, ∆lndt+2 + … + ∆lndt+5) -0.25 -0.53 -0.26

σ(rt) 20.50% 3.30% 2.6%

σ(∆lnct) 2% 2.20% 2%

ρ(r2
t, r

2
t-1) 0.079 0.1 0.23

Note: This table shows robustness of the results from varying key parameters and considering a model where the true divdend 
process is non-stationary.



T
able 5: Im

pact of M
odel L

earning

5a P
rice C

hange D
ecom

position

cov(Δ
p

L
t , dp

1 )/var(Δ
p

L
t )

cov(Δ
p

L
t , dp

2 )/var(Δ
p

L
t )

65.7%
34.3%

5b M
om

ents at M
edian P

robability
M
o
m
en

t
D

ata
M

odel
C

onstant P
robability

corr(rt , rt+
2  +

 …
 +

 rt+
5 )

-0.2
-0.21

-0.27

corr(P
/E

10,t , rt+
2  +

 …
 +

 rt+
5 )

-0.41
-0.18

-0.11

corr(∆
lnc

t , rt+
2  +

 …
 +

 rt+
5 )

-0.34
-0.25

-0.3

corr(P
/E

10,t , ∆
lnc

t+
3  +

 …
 +

 ∆
lnc

t+
6 )

-0.16
-0.15

-0.09

corr(∆
lnc

t , ∆
lnc

t+
3  +

 …
 +

 ∆
lnc

t+
6 )

-0.23
-0.22

-0.25

corr(P
/E

10,t , ∆
lnd

t+
2  +

 …
 +

 ∆
lnd

t+
5 )

-0.25
-0.26

-0.14

σ(rt )
20.50%

2.6%
2.6%

σ(∆
lnc

t )
2%

2%
1.1%

N
ote: T

his table exam
ines the im

portance of changing beliefs about the true m
odel. P

anel A
 decom

poses the change in price into a w
eighted 

average of price changes of each m
odel dp

1  =
 p

S
,t  *Δ

p
St +

(1-p
S

,t )*Δ
p

N
St  and the m

odel belief change tim
es the difference in the m

odel predictions 

for price dp
2  =

  (p
S

,t  - p
S

,t-1 )*(p
St-1  -p

N
St-1 ) . P

anel B
 exam

ines the m
odel predictions if the probability w

as constant at its m
edian (across tim

e and 

trials). 


